
Grow With Sphero - Alarm Clock

Never sleep through your alarm again. Use your Sphero Robot to wake you up every morning with shaking and 

spinning! Much harder to sleep through than your alarm clock!

COMPATIBLE ROBOTS

INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1 - #ThursdayLearnDay

Watch this video

YouTube video:
https://youtu.be/hcz3SNFItNM

Step 2 - Skills Building - Create the Hours Variable

The time elapsed sensor built into Sphero Edu uses seconds to report how long a program has been running.

Instead of calculating how many seconds are required to set your timer, you can use basic math operators to do the

math for you, so all you have to do is set the number of hours you want to sleep.

DO:

Create a variable called hours

Combine two basic math operators by dragging the second operator block inside the second circle of

your first operator block

Change the math operator to say 1 * 60 * 60

Drag your math operator block inside your set variable block

Now when it's time to set the duration of your alarm clock, all you need to do is change the first number in your

math operator block to however many hours you need to sleep!

https://youtu.be/hcz3SNFItNM


Step 3 - Skills Building - Create Your Alarm Conditions

In this step, you will create the conditions for what your robot will do while you sleep, and then what will happen

when the alarm goes off.

DO:

Drag a loop until block onto your canvas under your set variable block from step 2

Drag a comparator block onto your canvas and place it inside the loop until block

Find the time elapsed block from the sensors category. Drag that into the first circle of your comparator

Go to your variables and drag the circular hours variable block inside the second circle of your

comparator

Inside that loop until block will be how the robot behaves while you sleep. Want a night light? Add a main

LED or a Matrix Animation block inside of that loop.

Now that you have the first condition set, build the second condition for how the robot will wake you up!

DO:

Drag a loop until block onto your canvas under the previous loop.

Set your comparator block to use the total accelerometer block to be greater than 2 (this is how you will

turn the robot alarm clock off

Drag a raw motor block inside your loop and set the left motor to 255 and the right motor to -255 (this will

cause it to spin, but you can play with different ways of making your robot move to wake you up)



drag a delay block and set it for 2 seconds

Step 4 - Extended Challenge - Snooze

If you like to push that snooze button on your alarm clock for just a few more minutes of sleep, this step will help you

create a snooze feature using events.

DO:

Drag an on charging event block onto your canvas

create a function called snooze

drag a build string block onto your function definition block

Place a math operator block inside of a delay block and set the time to 9 * 60. This will give a 9 minute

delay before the alarm goes off again.

Drag a for loop onto your function definition block and set to 4 times

Using the raw motor block, create motion to wake you up

Now that you have the snooze function built, you are going to take advantage of one more event block to help

finish off the program.

Because your program has finished whatever is connected to "on start program" at this point, it will be operating

based on the events it is sensing. So, in order to stop the program, you'll either need to hit stop program on your

device, or you'll need to program your robot to turn off with another conditional.

DO:

Drag an on not charging event block onto your canvas

Drag an if block onto your canvas and connect it to your on not charging event

Create a conditional using a comparator block set to say total accelerometer > 7

Under controls, drag a exit program block inside of your loop.



Now you are going to have to shake that robot really, really hard to exit the program! Have fun waking up to

Sphero!


